GLOSSARY

Addiction : condition of being addicted
Barbiturate : a kind of sedative drug
Beverage : a drink other than water
Bootleg : to manufacture, sell or transport for sale (alcoholic liquor) illegally
Contraband : trade in smuggled goods
Current Users : who used drugs/alcohol during the time of the study
Curiosity : desire to know
Detoxify : help to stop taking drink or drugs
Dependence : the state of being dependent
Frisk : a search for hidden drugs
Hallucination : go astray in thought
Hooked : addicted
Illicit : forbidden by law, rules
Intravenous : within or into a vein
Morphine : a drug obtained from opium and used in medicine to relieve pain
Narcotic : an addictive drug which causes drowsiness or unconsciousness
Naga society : a reference to Nagaland; Naga society and Nagaland is used simultaneously
Non-Users : who had never taken drugs and alcohol
Post Users : who had tried drugs and alcohol earlier but discontinued
Prohibition : the prevention by law of the manufacture and sale of liquor
Rehabilitate : Prepare someone who has been ill or in prison to resume normal life by training and therapy
Smuggle : move goods illegally into or out of the country
Stigma : a mark or sign of disgrace
Substance : an intoxicating drug especially an illegal one
Surveillance : to watch, close watch kept over someone or something
Syndrome : condition, disorder, sickness
Trafficking : deal or trade in something illegal
Therapy : therapeutic treatment especially of bodily, mental or behavioural disorder
User : One who abuses drugs and alcohol
Vulnerable : exposed to being harmed
Zutho : a Naga local rice beer (in Tenyiedie dialect).